
T he OECD provided guidance for transfer pricing documenta-
tion and CbCR in BEPS Action 13. The Foreword to the
deliverable states: “The Action Plan aims to ensure that prof-

its are taxed where economic activities generating the profits are
performed and where value is created”. 

This brief will explore requirements of the CbCR as an aid to
identify value creation, notwithstanding a jurisdiction’s creative
(informal/legislative) efforts to attract more tax from other juris-
dictions that may be judged as a ‘transparent effort to shift taxes’
(TEST). 

This analysis will become more important as unilateral (includ-
ing the EU Parliament’s recent resolution) initiatives are proposed
that would require public disclosures of CbCR information, there-
by providing CbCR as the basis upon which public assumptions
will be derived. 

CbCR Table 2: List of every constituent entity 
A time-tested foundation of transfer pricing is the identification of
functions, assets and risks to determine the appropriate transfer
price based on the arm’s-length principle. 

Table 2 in the model template provides that the main business
activities are to be ticked for each legal entity of the multinational
organisation. Perceptively, this requirement examines the function-
al aspect of such entities. Arguably, ticking of boxes is not sufficient
to indicate the extent of different activities conducted by a single
entity (apart from a literal interpretation of main business activity),
nor to show how such activities are reflective of the relevant func-
tions to determine transfer pricing risks. 

Therefore, this table accomplishes the identification of main
business activities for all legal entities within one jurisdiction
against which Table 1 data can be compared, however no transfer
pricing risk basis should be extrapolated therefrom (including pre-
sumptions based upon the tax rate in relevant jurisdictions).

CbCR Table 1: Country information
This table provides the overview of allocation of income, taxes and
business activities by tax jurisdiction.

Revenues
This category is inclusive of sales from tangible goods and provi-
sion of services to related and unrelated parties, providing a con-
text of materiality. 

However, it is difficult to impute additional income based on
economic activity (number of employees), or allege profit shifting
without having an in-depth knowledge of where intellectual prop-
erty (IP) resides, the transfer pricing structures of such organisa-
tion, the type of intercompany services (high/low value), the mix
of intercompany sales and tangible goods, technical exceptions,
and so on. 

Profit (loss) before income tax
This amount, taken at a point in time, may be illusory in isolation.
For example, an organisation may be developing a long-term tar-
get market that requires significant resources and material cash
expenditures incurred locally that result in a current year loss.
Positive (or adverse) economic conditions, political conflicts,
adverse fluctuations in the cost of raw materials, potential devalua-
tions of local currency, among others, are also reflective upon a
deviation from the current year’s financial results. 
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The ticking of boxes is, arguably, not sufficient to indicate
the extent of different activities conducted 

by a single entity



Accordingly, this disclosure is not indicative of value creation
(or profit shifting) for the purpose of assessing additional tax.

Income tax paid (on cash basis)
This description seems simpler than it is, especially in today’s
complex international tax environment. 

Payment in settlement of a previous year’s tax liability upon
final appeal or court judgment after an audit assessment (that
may be several years prior to the current year), timing of pay-
ments for current year tax liabilities, tax loss carryovers, R&D tax
credits, IP/innovation box incentives, accelerated depreciation
allowances, foreign exchange effects, permanent differences for
tax purposes, changes in tax legislation, levels of investment in
depreciable property, and pension rules, among others, represent
reasons for variations in the amount of cash taxes paid in a rele-
vant year. 

Notably, there is complexity in the technical rules for determi-
nation of the separate elements to ascertain a current year’s tax
liability, which is not self-evident. 

Income tax accrued (current year)
Importantly, this amount is not comparable to the amount of
cash taxes paid due to the differences in timing between accruals
of a current year tax and cash taxes paid for current and previous
year taxes. 

Rules for income tax recognition are also complex, requiring
technical expertise, including advice from external advisers.
Therefore, the income tax accrual is not a determinative factor in
transfer pricing risk evaluation.

Stated capital
There are many reasons for injecting minimum, or additional,
capital amounts in various legal entities, notwithstanding the
summation and obfuscation of such amounts within a country
designation.

Repatriation efficiencies (whereby capital may not be legally
permissible to distribute), debt-to-equity restrictions (including a
disallowance or carryover of disallowed interest), structuring of
intercompany debt, location / efficiency of shareholder re: con-
tributions, foreign exchange controls, historic contributions, pre-
acquisition capital, short and long-term profit expectations, level
of distributable reserves, penalties for excess debt accumulation,
and so on represent examples for varying levels of capital in an
organisation. As a result, it is an inconclusive element in the pre-
sumption of transfer pricing risk, and the location of where taxes
should be paid.

Accumulated earnings
This amount is also not subject to reasonable interpretation, as the
legal structure, repatriation posture, and so on are not susceptible
to a simple, or quick, analysis. As a result, the functions, assets and
risks profile represented by this amount cannot be interpolated as
a rationale to interpret indicia of economic value that may attract
corporate tax in alignment with the local tax legislation. 

Number of employees
The number of personnel in a jurisdiction is not solely indicative
of the type of operations (manufacturing/services, and so on) for

which a transfer pricing assurance (or perceived discrepancy) may
be derived. 

Different types of businesses, all present in one jurisdiction,
may have different levels of resource requirements. The level of
technical efficiency, market penetration and growth stages of a

business, among others, present inherent obstacles and complex-
ities impeding a well-reasoned technical basis for transfer pricing
risk determination. 

Tangible assets other than cash and cash equivalents
Numerous reasons will explain the level of assets employed in a
relevant jurisdiction. Similar industries, at different maturity
stages in capital development, will represent a dissimilar amount
of tangible assets. As a result, a comparison of the level of tangi-
ble assets employed does not necessarily impact the degree of
transfer pricing risk. 

Is this a tool, or a TEST?
CbCR was developed as an additional tool to assess transfer pric-
ing risk, in addition to formal transfer pricing documentation.
The OECD’s intent was not to present such information in iso-
lation, thereby sending a signal to tax authorities of its limited
usefulness based on many of the reasons cited above. 

Regardless of intent, there are efforts underway to examine
the level of taxes paid in other jurisdictions as a device to capture
additional taxes for fiscal growth. This analysis is coupled with
subjective determinations to assess tax based on the parliamen-
tary intent of legislated rules, expansive interpretations of per-
manent establishment (PE) rules and exceptions, disallowance of
amounts paid to jurisdictions that are labelled as tax havens, and
similar efforts to increase taxes paid in a particular jurisdiction.

The envisioned danger of CbCR is a reactionary impulse to
creatively use the report as a framework through which taxes are
shifted based upon intuitive rules for transparency and fairness.
Hopefully, this tool will be an addition to, and not a replacement
for, a country’s domestic tax legislation.

Taxes are complex; their payment should be made once to the
relevant jurisdiction (avoiding double taxation), and a mutual
effort should be expended to ensure that the CbCR is not a tool
to artificially shift the tax burden. This is not a TEST. 
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“It is difficult to impute additional
income based on economic activity, or
allege profit shifting, without having
an in-depth knowledge of where
intellectual property resides, the
transfer pricing structures of such
organisation, the type of intercompany
services, the mix of intercompany
sales and tangible goods


